
 
Department Chair Meeting 

January 25, 2011 
2:30 – 3:45 PM 

Lone Tree Rm 124, Page Rm D10, 4th Street Rm C4 
Notetaker for this meeting: Colleen Carscallen 
Feb 8 – Monica Baker, Feb 22 – Ingrid Lee, Mar 8 – Joe Costion, Mar 22 – Don Johnson,  
Apr 12 – David Ramos, Apr 26 – Jane Ward, May 10 - ? 

In attendance:  Barbara E., Maxie I., Paul H., Colleen C. Ingrid L., Don J., Barbara K., David R., 
Joe C., Jane W., Michelle M. 
Invited Guests: Steve Chambers, Robin Rickli, Karla P. 

Questions & Answers 
 
Open Discussion  
 Paul showed two YouTube videos on changing paradigms and what motivates teachers 
to his faculty at convocation.  He credits Emily M. and Dave R. for finding them.  He’ll send DC’s 
the links. 

  
Curriculum Changes/Updates 

• 2/7/11 First curriculum meeting of the semester 
• E-plans are now routed to Financial Aid and Advising. 
• ASL 110, Introduction to Deaf Studies, will be proposed as a 

contemporary/global GenEd course. 
• MAT 199X pilot course combines elements of beginning and intermediate 

algebra for NAU students.  They spend 1.5 hrs in lab and 1.5 hrs in lecture each 
week.  The course is a joint effort between the CCC and NAU math departments. 

Discussion Items 
 

1) Faculty evaluations, statement for forms  10 min 
Ingrid Lee  
DCs agreed to add the following statement to the instruction form 
inserted with evaluation packets:  “Student comments in their original 
form will be viewed by Department Chair and faculty member after grades 
are posted.”  
DCs will take responsibility for distributing hard copy comments to faculty 
members. DCs might decide to scan them for collection and distribution.  



Faculty reception can help with scanning. 
 

2) Faculty job descriptions     10 min 
Ingrid Lee 
Aligning with the DC seven areas of focus.  Ingrid proposed that the faculty and possibly 
PT faculty job descriptions be rearranged so that duties fall under the following 
categories:  assessment, curriculum, leadership, scheduling, working with PT faculty, 
budgeting, and students. 

a. Discussion points: 
i. PT faculty job description doesn’t include working with students outside 

of class. 
ii. FT faculty might see the seven areas as DC responsibilities; however, 

many FT faculty want to be involved in scheduling and leadership, etc. 
iii. Could we eliminate “other duties as assigned”? 

b. Consensus:  We will play with rearranging job descriptions. 
 
 

3) Electronic routing of forms in ACRES   15 min 
Karla Phillips 
Student contract for independent study. Here is the 
link https://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/acres.woa/wa/form?id=301  

 
Karla shared a prototype of an electronic submission form that students can fill out 
when requesting an independent study.  This would eliminate the paper-only form we 
currently use.  The student would access the form through a weblink.  From there, it 
would be routed in ACRES to DC, Dean, Registrar, and Curriculum Coordinator.  There 
would still be two forms in ACRES, the student created proposal and the faculty created 
special course proposal form. 
Discussion/suggestions: 

• Add instructor’s name to form 
• Include examples 
• Should the student form be simplified, or should it be filled out with the 

instructor? (Both points of view were expressed.) 
• Dean doesn’t need to be part of the routing. 
• How should students get access to the weblink?  Should it be on the CCC 

curriculum page?  Should it be emailed to students? 
• Form should state how the course relates to the mission/values of the college. 
Consensus:  We’ll bring a Word document version to next DC meeting and discuss 
line by line. 

 
Additional Items: 

https://aztransmac2.asu.edu/cgi-bin/WebObjects/acres.woa/wa/form?id=301


1. Course outlines are now accessed through CCC website.  Go to Programs and 
Degrees/Curriculum. 

2. Feedback from new attendance NS/ID/IW policy: 
• Financial Aid received 11/2 pages of NS names for students who didn’t show the 

first week of classes.  Not all were financial aid students.  Bob Voytek will report 
on money saved and the number of students/financial aid students dropped. 

• Issues/suggestions: 
 Students were dropped from webcourses right after they registered on 

Friday.  We should line up NS with refund, open registration, and log in 
dates. 

 Confusion from faculty about whether they could drop students NS after 
the first day of class to allow other students (waitlisted or with add slip in 
hand) into the course. 

 Having NS under Final Grades was confusing to faculty. 
 There was confusion as to whether weekly attendance reporting was 

required.  Attendance reporting is only required for 1st week and FTSE.  
After 1st week, instructors should follow their own attendance policy – 
and drop students as soon as the student exceeds the number of allowed 
absences dictated on the syllabus. 
 

 


